News

What is happening in the world today? What’s the weather going to be like for the week? How are my stock investments doing? The answers to these questions and more can be found in the Grand Lobby! The Taft Apartments now features copies of the New York Times and Wall Street Journal available in the lobby for our residents to enjoy. So grab a cup of coffee, sit down on one of our comfortable couches, and see what is happening in the world today. Or take a quick glimpse at the front page so you are prepared for the weather when you step out the door. This is also a great way to catch up on the latest scores from the sports world.

Best Of New Haven

The New Haven Advocate will be running their “Best of New Haven” promotion through March 10th. Let’s get those votes in for The Taft Apartments and help us reach #1 once again.

You can vote for The Taft Apartments under the category Home and Garden and the sub category of Apartment Complex. Thanks and have your friends vote too!!!!

Bourbon Street at The Taft?

It’s the other celebration that takes place in March. From New Orleans to New Haven, Mardi Gras will be taking place right in our grand lobby. Come to the lobby on March 8th, “Fat Tuesday,” at 3:00 pm to help us kick off Mardi Gras the right way with snacks and refreshments.

The Taft Would Like To Welcome A New Restaurant to The Building.......BACCUS

The Taft would like to ask all of our residents in helping us welcome our new restaurant to the community......Baccus. The location formerly known as Downtown @ The Taft is now called Baccus. Chris is the manager of Baccus and he has been renovating the space for the past few weeks in anticipation of Baccus’s opening. Hopefully all of our residents will find some time to dine or hang out in the bar area of Baccus. The food and drinks are great, plus you don’t even have to leave the building to dine at this fine restaurant.

Cheers!!!

Maintenance Corner

Our maintenance team members are doing their best to keep up with all the service requests that come in on a daily basis and we appreciate all of your patience. Let’s get those “Rate Your Maintenance” cards in a.s.a.p for a chance to win a $25 gift certificate for yourself and a maintenance team member as well. Rate your maintenance cards can be returned by simply placing them in the drop slot located at the front desk. The Taft team would like to congratulate Jamie Jun in 4A and Greg, our maintenance manager, for winning our February drawing of Rate Your Maintenance.

WAIT!

The preferred waiting list is still forming for the spring, summer, and fall 2011 year. Do you know someone looking for an apartment? We would love to help. Have them call the office at 203-495-8238 for more information and to schedule an appointment. The list is growing day by day and it is on a first come first serve basis.
MARCH HAPPENINGS

March 13, 2011 - The Greater New Haven St. Patrick’s Day Parade

The parade will step off from Derby Avenue and Chapel Street, marching down Chapel Street to Church Street. It passes the reviewing stand in front of New Haven’s City Hall and continues on Church Street to Grove Street, turning right and ending on Orange Street. Come on out and celebrate the New Haven way!

Shubert Theater

• March 4 - 6, 2011 - CATS
  - There’s no better way to introduce your family to the wonders of live theater than with the magic, the mystery, the memory of CATS. Based on T.S. Eliot’s Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats, CATS is the winner of seven Tony Awards including Best Musical and features 20 of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s timeless melodies, including the hit song, “Memory.”

• March 18 - 20 - All Shook Up
  - It’s a square little town until a motorcycle ridin’, guitar playin’ and hip swivelin’ hunk rides in and has everyone jumpin’ out of their blue suede shoes in All Shook Up.

• March 26 - 27 - JeCaryous Johnson’s Marriage Material
  - Life was good for Koren Lyles. She was up for partner, and her loving boyfriend, Joey Harris, proposes marriage. Joey persuades her into going to a couple’s retreat to make sure that they are ready for marriage. Everything comes tumbling down when her ex fiancé, Michael, and her former best friend, Jackie, are there too... Engaged!

Long Wharf Theater

• March 2 - April 3, 2011 - Agnes Under The Big Top
  - A magical tale of hope, this exciting new play explores the intersecting lives of immigrants as they search for a new life. Set against the rhythms of the subway in a busy U.S. city, follow five vibrant souls as they redefine themselves in their new world.

Yale Repertory Theater

• March 11 - April 2, 2011 - William Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet
  - Bounding between festive celebrations and bloody duels to the death, battles of wit and soaring romanticism, Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet is the world’s greatest and most enduring love story. From their first shy glances to their last heart-breaking kiss, the star-crossed teenagers choose each other in spite of their feuding families’ ancient grudge, as their love races towards a final confrontation with fate.